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34
Shelly Risner-

Vossler

I would like to propose that money won at the Circuit Finals and National Circuit Finals not be 

counted toward the world standings.

Deny - Continue to count towards world standings 

(follow PRCA)

Policy
Jolee Lautaret 

Jordan
Change walk up replacement policy to include rodeos with limited entries.

Often contestants do not turn out 30 hours out, rendering the 30 

hour replacement useless. Also, PROCOM often does not get 

potential replacements called in time, particularly during busy 

times of the year. Finally, not all limited rodeos fill to their limit 

anyway and allowing walk ups to fill released positions helps the 

purse. 

Deny - Walk up replacement policy should be left as is. 

Secretaries do not have access to rodeo qual sheets 

and it would be very difficult to ensure the correct 

ladies will be placed in the rodeo based on priority

54 Julie Herman

10.1.3.

I would like to put in a rule proposal for the co approval's on Rodeo to be $6,000. To match 

the PRCA limit. We discussed this at the spring meeting

But I don't think we voted on it.

Accept to match PRCA money but keep mileage to 150 

(instead of 200 via PRCA)

NEW
Angela 

Cavaliere
Rodeos should hand rake after every barrel racer and/or drag after every 6 

(while I understand a majority of producers do care about their 

contestants and already do this, however as you know Cowtown in 

NJ does not)

NEW
Ground 

Committee

For 2024, all rodeos will be required to drag after half the number of contestants the rodeo is 

set up for or hand rake after every contestant.  Rodeos that drug at half previously, must 

continue to drag at half and do not have the hand rake option.  

For 2025, all rodeos must drag after half the number of contestants the rodeo is set up for.

NEW Lois Ferguson
It is required that a rodeo committee tractor drag at half the runners in a rodeo performance. 

The draw will be condensed and unless stated otherwise in the ground rules. 

NEW Carla Johnson

Any limited entry rodeo that has $10,000 or more added is NOT eligible to be a circuit rodeo.   

This is already basically in place in Texas and I believe that Reno is another example of a large 

rodeo that is not a circuit rodeo.  This would affect only a few rodeos but it has a HUGE affect 

on circuit finals in some circuits.

This rule, I believe, would do a few things.  First it will encourage 

rodeos (perhaps) to take their limit off.  It will allow true circuit 

ladies not trying to make the NFR a more legitimate chance to 

make circuit finals.   We could re visit how qualifications are done if 

these rodeos do not count for circuit money.  

More Board discussion required - review survey 

responses

57

Andrea 

Busby/ 

Brittany Pozzi 

Tonozzi

Section 10.3.

increase all entry fees by $25.00

I have submitted payoff examples with this proposed entry fee 

increase to several WPRA directors. These examples show that by 

the nominal increase in entry fees, it increases the first place 

payoff by nearly $1000.   The example used was Claremore, OK.  

With the rising cost of trucks, trailers, fuel, horses etc., a $25.00 

increase in fees is insignificant compared to the benefit of the 

increase in payout. 

This entry fee increase has infiltrated our barrel racing community 

from jackpots to amateur rodeos, with no decline in entries. 

More Board discussion required - review survey 

responses

Committee still recommends accepting - Further Board 

discussion required

Deny

Deny

Accept as rec

Accept

Deny - Director 
discretion

Deny - based on 
survey results




